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Abstract

Lithium has been the gold standard for treatment of bipolar disorder since the mid20th century. Lithium, at low doses, gained popularity as the first-line treatment of this
disorder. Eventually, lithium became part of many successful treatment plans for bipolar
and depressed patients, leading to more focused research on basic and applied
pharmacological effects of this drug. However, the evidence that lithium can reduce
inflammation by inhibiting glycogen synthase kinase 3 – beta (GSK3β) enzyme which is
linked to autoimmune and inflammatory disorders, and cancer is still emerging.
Therefore, this review examines whether inflammatory conditions such as Inflammatory
Bowel Disease (IBD) have a higher occurrence rate of mental illness in comparison to the
population presenting with IBD without the co-pathology of mental illness. This
investigation explored lithium’s beneficial effects in IBD when evaluated either in animal
models or in IBD patients with or without chronic mental illness. Further research must
be conducted to evaluate for significant evidence of its antipsychotic and antiinflammatory effects for IBD patients with chronic mental illness.
Keywords: Lithium; Inflammation; Psychological Disorders; Inflammatory Bowel
Diseases

Abbreviations

AIDS: Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; AP-1: Activator protein-1; CNS:
Central nervous system; CDS: Colonic damage score; CREB: Cyclic-AMP response
element binding protein; DSS: Dextran sodium sulfate; DAI: Disease Activity Index; FDA:
Food and Drug Administration; GI: Gastrointestinal; GSK3β: Glycogen synthase kinase
3-beta; HSC: Hematopoietic stem cells; HADS: Hospital anxiety and depression scale;
HL-60: Human myeloid leukemia cells; iPCS: Induced pluripotent stem cells; IBD:
Inflammatory Bowel Disease; INF-γ: Interferon-gamma; IL-1α: Interleukin-1-alpha; IL-10:
Interleukin-10; LPS: Lipopolysaccharide; Li: Lithium; Li2CO3: Lithium carbonate; LiCl:
Lithium chloride; MSC: Mesenchymal stem cells; MAP: Mitogen-activated protein; PPB:
Parts per billion; PSQ: Perceived stress questionnaire; PI3-K/Akt: Phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase; RDA: Recommended Daily Allowance; Ser9: Serine protein position 9; Ser23:
Serine protein position 21; SNCT: Somatic nuclear cell transfer; TNBS: Trinitrobenzene
sulfonic acid; TNF-α: Tumor necrosis factor-alpha; UC: Ulcerative colitis.

Introduction
Lithium (from Greek lithos ‘stone’) is a chemical element with symbol Li and atomic
number 3. It is a soft, silver-white metal belonging to the alkali metal group of chemical
elements. Under standard conditions it is the lightest metal and the least dense solid
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element. Like all alkali metals, lithium is highly reactive and
flammable [1]. For this reason, it is typically stored in mineral
oil. When exposed, lithium exhibits a metallic luster, but
contact with moist air corrodes the surface quickly to a dull
silvery gray, and then black tarnish. Because of its high
reactivity lithium never occurs freely in nature, and instead,
only appears in compounds, which are usually ionic. Lithium
occurs in a number of pegmatite minerals, but due to its
solubility as an ion is present in ocean water and is commonly
obtained from brines and clay. On a commercial scale, lithium
is isolated electrolytically from a mixture of lithium chloride
and potassium chloride. Lithium and its compounds have
several industrial applications, including use in the
manufacture of heat-resistant glass and ceramics, high
strength-to-weight alloys used in aircraft, and lithium-ion
batteries. These commercial and industrial uses consume
more than half of lithium’s annual production [1].
Use of lithium as a medicine began in the first half of the
twentieth century, but little to no attention was given to the
use of lithium in psychiatry during this period [1]. During this
early time period the popularity of lithium use was attributed
to the presence of “lithia” in the spa water. Simple bathing in
these spa waters was sufficient to provide the health benefits
of spa treatment as the beneficial effect was attributed to the
presence of lithia salts in spa water [1]. To enhance the
benefits of lithium as defined by its presence in spa water, the
idea to increase the health benefits could be accomplished if
the amounts of lithium could be increased when contained in
another form of pharmacological formulation. This was an
important development because when incorporated in tablets
the concentration of lithium could be controlled [1]. However,
as a tablet, concentrations of lithium were increased resulting
in over-dosing reports of its toxicity were presented [1]. This
fear of lithium continued for a number of years until and
maintained its pharmacological negative connotation [1-3].
Lithium salts have been used in psychiatry as a stabilizing
agent for more than 70 years. Lithium was discovered in the
context to significantly improve and change the field of
psychiatric medicine found effective in reducing the manic
component for individuals with bipolar disorder. The
psychotropic effects of lithium were initially discovered by the
Australian psychiatrist, John Cade in 1949 [2]. The ground
breaking discovery of Cade was later confirmed in doubleblind randomly controlled clinical studies performed by
Mogens Schou and colleagues [3]. Lithium is found invariable
amounts in foods, especially grains, vegetables, and in various
geographical areas as the result of its presence is rocks and
soils [1]. Additionally, drinking water provides a significant
source of the element in specific or certain geological areas as
well [4]. Dietary intake in humans depends on geographical
location, elevation, presence or absence of ground water,
irrigation methods, and diet/nutrition.
Trace amounts of lithium is present in all living organisms.
The element serves a vital biological function under normal
physiological conditions that becomes manifested when it is
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deprived or eliminated. Since animals and plants survive in
apparent good health without it; however, its role when tested
thoroughly in a number of both avian and mammalian models
focusing on reproduction has been well documented as
previously noted [4]. When tested in a number of vertebrate
species, e.g., fowl, bovine and goats, in the absence of lithium,
all animals tested showed an increased in spontaneous
abortions among pregnant female animals examined and a
later difficulty in conception. Thus, the implied link from this
large body of experimental evidence is that lithium is an
essential component required for normal gestation during
pregnancy [4]. Clinically in humans, the lithium ion (Li+)
administered as one of the several available lithium salts, e.g.,
lithium bicarbonate (Li2CO3) or lithium chloride (LiCl), have all
proved to be useful as a mood-stabilizing drug in the
treatment of the psychiatric disorder bipolar disorder due to
the neurological effects of the ion in the brain chemistry of
mood. Consequently, lithium remains the most effective
medication available to suppress the complication of
depression associated suicide seen in manic-depressive
illness [5].
The amount of lithium found in nature has been measured
in trace amounts in numerous plants, plankton, and
invertebrates at concentrations of 69 to 5,760 parts per billion
(ppb). In vertebrates the concentration is slightly lower;
however, nearly all vertebrate tissue and body fluids examined
have been found to contain lithium ranging from 21 to 763
ppb [1]. Marine organisms tend to accumulate lithium more
than terrestrial ones. It is not known whether lithium has a
physiological role in any of these organisms, but as stated
above, nutritional studies in several bird and mammal species
have indicated its importance to overall reproductive health,
leading to a suggestion that it be classed as an essential trace
element with an RDA of 1 mg/day [3]. When studied to
determine if lithium would influence overall physiological
processes, observational studies in Japan, reported in 2011,
suggested that naturally occurring lithium in drinking water
might increase human lifespan [4]. Medically, lithium has
been extremely beneficial in the treatment of the psychiatric
condition of bipolar disorder/manic depression [6]. Lithium
salts may also be helpful for related diagnoses, such as
schizophrenic disorder and cyclic major depression. Lithium
ion (Li+) in the form of lithium bicarbonate is used as the
recommended medication in psychiatry [7].
It has been reported lithium may increase the risk of
developing Ebstein’s cardiac anomaly in infants born to
women who take lithium during the first trimester of
pregnancy [6], but such reported cases are extremely rare.
The most exciting results for lithium are its reported nonpsychiatric medical effects that are centered on the ion’s
ability to influence the proliferation of stem cells first identified
from hematopoietic tissues [7,8]. This effect has now been
demonstrated to also take place in the regeneration of
neurological tissues and stem cells derived from other organs
and tissues, making the use of lithium to treat spinal cord and
other system and organ injuries through a mechanism that
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involves enhancing stem cell regeneration of damaged
neurons very promising for the future of clinical medicine [9].
With these results lithium is still the gold standard
treatment for bipolar disorder-manic depression, which is a
severe mental illness. Lithium, having a well-established safety
profile, has been FDA-approved and used to treat bipolar
disorders for more than 60 years [10]. It is an effective
treatment for mania and is also used as prophylactic therapy
to prevent the recurrent manic and depressive episodes that
characterize bipolar disorder [11]. A large body of evidence
suggests that inflammation plays a role in the pathogenesis
of bipolar disorder and that mood stabilizers exhibit antiinflammatory properties. Pre-treatment with lithium 10 mM
(but not 1 mM) significantly reduced LPS-induced secretion
of tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα), interleukin-1-alpha
(IL-1α), prostaglandin-E2 and nitric oxide in rat primary glia
cells [11]. In addition, lithium significantly reduced the
expression of cyclooxygenase-2 and inducible nitric oxide
synthase, findings suggesting that lithium exhibits a potent
anti-inflammatory effect [12]. Further evidence suggested
potent anti-cancerous and apoptosis-modulating activities by
lithium on HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells and
hematopoiesis [13-18]. This is compelling evidence that
supports the notion that treatment with lithium may elicit
strong anti-inflammatory effects in inflammation and in
cancerous cells. Hence, a promising chemotherapeutic
direction has emerged from these observations based upon
lithium’s initial clinical use in psychiatry and a monovalent
cationic element.
As stated previously, pioneering studies demonstrated
lithium directly inhibits glycogen synthase kinase-3 beta
(GSK3β) activity [19,20]. This enzyme has been further
confirmed as a crucial target for lithium’s cellular effects
[21,22]. GSK3 consisting of α and β isoforms, is a serine/
threonine kinase that regulates diverse cellular and
neurophysiological processes and has been implicated as one
of the main causative agents responsible for the development
of Alzheimer’s disease [21,22]. Lithium competes with
magnesium to directly inhibit GSK-3β by binding to the active
site of the enzyme and limiting magnesium’s catalytic activity
[23]. Lithium also indirectly inhibits GSK3β activity by
enhancing phosphorylation of GSK3β at Ser21 and GSK-3β at
Ser9 via activation of phosphatidyl inositol 3-kinase (PI3-K)/
Akt, protein kinase A and protein kinase C [23-25]. In addition,
lithium has been shown to increase the activities of two
transcription factors, activator protein-1 (AP-1) and cyclicAMP response element binding protein (CREB), both in vivo
and in vitro [26]. Lithium also activates the mitogen-activated
protein (MAP) kinase pathway [27]. These metabolic pathway
intermediates play a crucial role in regulating apoptosis,
cytokine production and differentiation in HL-60 cells [28].
As stated, lithium is a potent inhibitor of GSK3β. GSK3β
inhibition has been demonstrated to have anti-inflammatory
effects, as shown by reduced TNFα production via attenuated
activation of NF-κB and JNK signaling cascades and induction
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of the anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10. Both GSK3β and NFκB play a central role in cancer progression, and regulation of
the factors by lithium may prove to be important in cancer
treatment. In light of these findings, the effects of lithium on
expression of apoptosis-related genes and inflammationassociated cytokines have been studied. This revised
treatment plan has improved the lives of individuals living
with bipolar disorder (unresponsive to other medications,
including chlorpromazine) [24]. In the 1970’s, lithium became
widely accepted as the gold standard for treatment of bipolar
disorder in North America [3]. In regard to therapeutic effects,
lithium is an excellent mood-stabilizer for individuals suffering
from bipolar disorder [25,26].
In recent years, in light of new evidence suggests
inflammation has a potential role in the pathology of bipolar
disorder [26]. A meta-analysis study examined the differences
in cytokine (proteins found in the body that act in response to
inflammation concentrations levels between bipolar
individuals and unaffected individuals. Cytokine concentration
levels were measured: (IL-1β, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10); tumor necrosis
factor-alpha (TNFα); and interferon-gamma (INF-γ). The study
found that concentrations of IL-1β, 4, 6, 10 and TNFα were
significantly higher in bipolar patients, compared to healthy
individuals. Therefore, it is implied that an anti-inflammatory
agent may provide relief to individuals suffering from bipolar
disorder [27].
Because lithium inhibits an important enzyme (GSK3β)
the key regulator for numerous biochemical/neurological
pathways including insulin signaling, neurotrophic factor
signaling, and the Wnt pathway [28], targeting the
inflammatory process via GSK3β has opened a new area of
investigation. The key link with this enzyme is when it becomes
dysfunctional; it can lead to neuroinflammation and the
development of psychotropic diseases, such as multiple
sclerosis, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), and
Alzheimer’s disease [29]. A meta-analysis study reported the
prophylactic use of lithium to improve cognition in disorders
such as Alzheimer’s disease [10]. This study suggested that
lithium, at low doses, can effectively reduce Tau protein
hyperphosphorylation by inhibiting GSK3β. Tau proteins
normally assist in the circulation of nutrients within neural
cells; however, abnormal Tau proteins can destabilize Tau
filaments, resulting in neuronal cell death. As a result, lithium
can reverse and prevent the early onset of these diseases by
reducing misfolded Tau protein and GSK3β levels [11,12].
As previously stated, lithium can inhibit the enzyme
GSK3β. Supporting evidence has shown that in addition to
inhibiting this enzyme, lithium can also simultaneously induce
stem cell proliferation for hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and
mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) [13]. HSC are cells that can
differentiate into all blood and immune cell types responsible
for the maintenance of the body. Similarly, MSC can also
differentiate into non-blood cell types, responsible for normal
bone, cartilage, and adipocyte development and regulation
[14,15]. This suggests that lithium treatment can serve to
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protect and regulate the production of these stem cells. Lastly,
inhibition of GSK3β can assist in regulating the transcriptional
activity for nuclear factor kappa B cells (NFκB), since these
cells are an essential immune regulator for intestinal cells [15].
NFκB proteins play a role in proinflammatory response from
stress and infections [16]. In addition, NFκB protein regulators
have been associated with viral infection, abnormal immune
development, cancer, autoimmune diseases, and inflammatory
diseases [17-21] have all provided links targeting NFκB
involvement with the pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel
diseases (IBD) [22-25].
Patients diagnosed with IBD experience ongoing
inflammation with numerous symptoms such as diarrhea,
abdominal pain, rectal bleeding, weight loss, and reduced
appetite [26]. These are typical of inflammatory responses in
Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis (UC). If left untreated,
these inflammatory conditions could lead to severe
complications such as colon cancer, sclerosing cholangitis,
bowel obstruction, ulcers, and anal fissure [27]. Diagnoses of
Chron’s disease or UC may also lead to extreme psychologically
stress. The aim of this report was to examine the literature in
order to review the literature to determine if low-dose lithium
can influence the health symptoms or reduce psychiatric
distress in patients diagnosed with IBD.
Studies have been conducted on this topic and results
have shown a correlation between chronic inflammatory
illness and psychological disorder incidence, including
generalized anxiety disorder and major depressive disorder
[28-30]. Diagnoses such as these could impact the daily lives
of individuals afflicted with these illnesses, including
behavioral changes. As a potential solution, introduction of
lithium treatment for these individuals could improve both
their physical and mental health symptoms [28-30].

Impact of Psychological Disorders on
IBD
Research has shown that individuals with IBD have a
higher occurrence rate of mental illness in comparison to
normal individuals [31-38]. To measure mental illness severity,
clinicians use the hospital anxiety and depression scale
(HADS), which is an assessment tool to demonstrate if a
correlation exists between bipolar disorder and IBD occurrence
[39]. In a study (Table 1) a perceived stress questionnaire
(PSQ) was used in order to measure the correlation between
gastrointestinal (GI) disease and mental illness occurrence. As
the data shows, there is a positive correlation between GI
symptom occurrence and HADS scale scoring. Furthermore,
the PSQ index data also show a positive correlation between
GI symptom occurrence and mental illness incidence, except
for constipation [40].
Table 1 illustrates the symptoms that caused the most
anxiety or depression in patients. For the HADS anxiety score,
it was found that diarrhea caused the highest anxiety, in
comparison to the other symptoms. In addition, for the HADS
depression score, bloating was found to have the highest
Madridge J Clin Res.
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impact on depression. When seeing patients, clinicians should
notate these symptoms, especially bloating and diarrhea.
Since these symptoms are associated with IBD, physicians
should draw a parallel between IBD and mental health. In
doing so, treatment strategies need to be more widespread
for IBD patients suffering from a mental health condition as
this is undertreated [40].
Table 1. Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale Scores and Perceived
Stress Questionnaire index in correlation to different GI symptom
scores in patients with bipolar disorder (n=136).
PSQ Index

Symptoms

HADS-Anxiety
score

HADSDepression
Score

Abdominal Pain

0.295 (0.001)1

Bloating

0.304 (<0.001)

0.365 (<0.001)

0.376 (<0.001)1

Diarrhea

0.334 (<0.001)

0.225 (0.009)

0.268 (0.002)1

0.248 (0.004)1
1
1

0.261 (0.002)1
1

1

Constipation

0.099 (0.254)

0.028 (0.751)

0.063 (0.473)

Satiety

0.222 (0.010)1

0.253 (0.003)1

0.333 (<0.001)1

Dyspepsia

0.293 (0.001)1

0.205 (0.017)1

0.287 (0.001)1

Reflux

0.245 (0.004)

0.122 (0.160)

0.235 (0.007)1

Total GSRS-IBS

0.336 (<0.001)1

0.328 (<0.001)1

0.348 (<0.001)1

1

Statistical significance. Statistics: Spearman’s test; HADS: Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale; GSRS: GI Symptoms Rating Scale;
IBS: Irritable bowel syndrome; PSQ: Perceived Stress Questionnaire.
1

Discussion
Lithium treatment: IBD–induced animal models
In the treatment of bipolar disorder, lithium has become
the gold standard for improving symptoms of this illness.
However, researchers have also looked into other potential
benefits of this trace element and have found that it may treat
physical illnesses as well [41,42]. As previously stated, evidence
has linked GSK3β and Nuclear factor κβ to modern disorders
that include autoimmune disease cancer as well as
inflammatory diseases, such as Crohn’s and UC [10,17-25].
Even though researchers understand chronic inflammation
pathology and its relation to IBD, there is still much to learn.
In order to experiment and investigate this matter, scientists
can use animal models to develop a deeper understanding of
this illness.
One study reported improvement in trinitrobenzene
sulfonic acid (TNBS)-induced colitis in rat models [43], lithium
chloride treatment, glibenclamide (a potassium channel
blocker), and cromakalim (a potassium channel opener) were
used interchangeably in TBNS-induced rats receiving
treatment for chronic bowel inflammation. Seven experimental
groups were used: (1) non-TBNS-induced rats receiving only
saline treatment (control); (2) TBNS induced rats receiving no
treatment; (3) TBNS-induced rats receiving only 20 mg/kg of
lithium chloride in saline solution (2x/day); (4) TBNS-induced
rats receiving only 20 mg/kg of lithium chloride+1 mg/kg
glibenclamide in saline solution (2x/day); (5) TBNS-induced
rats receiving 20 mg/kg of lithium chloride+1 mg/kg
glibenclamide+cromakalim 0.4 mg/kg in saline solution (2x/
day); (6) TNBS-induced rats receiving 1 mg/kg glibenclamide
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of saline solution (2x/day); and (7) TBNS-induced rats receiving
0.4 mg/kg cromakalim of saline solution (2x/day). This was
tested for duration of 7 days and after this trial, researchers
measured macroscopic and microscopic scores of colonic
damage present in all 7 design groups [42]. As table 2 displays,
the seven design groups assessed in the study were assigned
a colonic damage score (CDS) between 0 (no inflammation)
and 7 (major ulceration). Control TNBS-induced rats were
used as a comparison to the experimental groups (excluding
saline group) and a significant difference was noted. An
asterisk is shown on groups that exhibited statistical
differences [44].
Table 2: Macroscopic and Microscopic Scores of Colonic Damage
after 7 Day Clinical Trial.
Groups

Li+Glib
Croma
TNBS
Saline Lithium Li+Glib
Glibenclamide
kalim
control
+Cr
group group group
group
group
group
group

Macroscopic 6.5
CDS
(1.00)

0.0

3.0
(.043)*

5.5
(.670)

2.5
(.011)*

6.5 (1.00)

2.5
(.011)*

Microscopic 4.0
CDS
(1.00)

0.0

1.5
(.041)*

3.5
(.789)

2.0
(.157)

4.0 (1.00)

1.5
(.041)*

For each group, scores are as shown according to the CDS (colonic
damage score)

*Statistical significance (P<0.05); TNBS control group vs. experimental
groups (saline unincluded); Glib: Glibenclamide; Cr: Cromakalim; Li:
Lithium.

As the data above illustrates, the statistical analysis,
P-value was less than the significance level of 0.05 and thus
showed that the experimental group of TNBS-induced rats
did have different CDS scores (0.043 and 0.041) than the
control group. Thus, it is implied that the mucosal lining in the
intestinal wall of these rats showed significant improvement
from inflammation symptoms.
Another study reported amelioration in dextran sodium
sulfate (DSS) induced mice from lithium treatment [45]. For
this procedure, C57BL/6 inbred mice were administered 2.5 %
DSS in drinking water for 5 days. Following drinking DSSinduced water, these mice returned back to normal water for
a recovery period of 4 days. For the control group, 5 DSS
induced mice received 200 microliters (µL) of saline by
intraperitoneal injection (1X/day) for 4 days. For the treatment
group, 5 DSS induced mice received 200 µL saline with 4 mg
lithium chloride (LiCl) by intraperitoneal injection (1X/day) for
4 days. For each recovery day, the control and treatment
group mice were each weighed and disease activity index
(DAI) scores were assessed. DAI are based on the following
score ranges from 0 (displaying no symptoms affiliated with
the disease) to 4 (displaying severe symptoms from the
associated disease). Additional criteria for assessing DAI
scores include: decline in body weight, stool type, and
bleeding type. Stool type can include normal (smooth and
soft), loose (mushy), and diarrhea (watery). For bleeding type,
it can be categorized as not visible, hemoccult (minor blood
detection) and gross (noticeable blood detection). Criteria for
Madridge J Clin Res.
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DAI scoring can be viewed in table 3.

Table 3: Disease Activity Index (DAI) Score Assessment.

Score

Decline in Weight (%)

Stool Type

Bleeding Type

0

0%

Normal

None

1

1-5%

Normal

None

2

5-10%

Loose

Hemoccult

3

10-15%

Loose

Hemoccult

4

>20%

Diarrhea

Gross

For each recovery day, when DAI was assessed, average
scores were recorded for both the treatment and the control
groups shown in figure 1. After analyzing each group of 5
subjects, an average DAI score was computed day. Immediately
after administering 2.5% DSS in drinking water for 5 days, an
average DAI score for both groups were obtained at a value
of 1.25. According to table 3, this implies minor weight loss,
associated with normal stool types and no bleeding. However,
on the second recovery day, there was an apparent difference
between the lithium chloride (LiCl) group and the control
group, with DAI scores of 1.6 and 3.4, respectively. This implies
that the LiCl group was able to sustain DAI levels between
1-2. This includes slight weight loss, normal stool type, and no
bleeding. In comparison, the control group showed a severe
DAI score, with a 15-20% reduction in weight, loose to watery
stool, and blood present in the stool. By the fourth recovery
day, both average DAI scores for the treatment and control
groups were compared, with a minor drop in scores between
1.1 and 2.75, respectively. Researchers suggest that DSSinduced mice that were treated with LiCl showed improvement
from proinflammatory responses, according to the DAI
average for each group [46].

Figure 1. This figure represents the average disease activity index
(DAI) score for each recovery day after the administration of 2.5%
DSS in drinking water for 5 days for both the lithium chloride (LiCl)
treatment group and the control group. This figure is used as a
comparison to demonstrate any contrast between DSS-induced
mice treated with LiCl and DSS-induced mice treated with saline [46].

Lithium treatment: IBD in humans

Research has shown that lithium can inhibit an essential
enzyme, GSK3β, which is related to inflammation and GI
disorders, including IBD [8-10]. In the animal model studies,
lithium administration in TNBS-induced colitis and DSS in
mice has shown improvement from inflammatory response
[47,48]. This suggests that lithium treatment has been effective
in the IBD-induced animal models; however, this should be
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further extrapolated to human models. For example, a
psychiatrist, Sidney Zisook, evaluated a 67- year-old male
patient admitted to the psychiatric unit at the Massachusetts
General Hospital [49]. This patient had presented chronic
symptoms of bipolar disorder (measured within a five-year
time frame), which included frequent GI issues, leading to
diagnosis of severe UC. During this time period, all medication
was discontinued except for Azulfidine, an anti-inflammatory
agent used for treatment of UC and the patient still exhibited
severe GI symptoms. Next, 900 mg of lithium carbonate was
administered to this patient over a 12-day time interval and
during this time, his symptoms began to show significant
improvement. After treatment, this patient continued to take
900 mg of lithium and 0.5 mg of Azulfidine (3x/day) and
reported both normal GI activity and reduced manic episode
occurrence [48].

Conclusion

In conclusion, lithium has been demonstrated to have
positive effects in the treatment of both bipolar disorder and
IBD. Measurements of cytokine levels that function as
inflammatory mediators in those affected with bipolar
disorder is an essential step in learning about the interaction
between these two illnesses. Lithium carbonate has been
shown to reduce both manic and depressive episodes in
individuals with bipolar disorder. In regard to IBD, symptoms
are significantly reduced with lithium treatment in both
models. As mentioned earlier, inflammatory mediators, as
well as certain enzymes appear to play a role in both of these
illnesses. GSK3β has shown to be an essential enzyme in
treatment of bipolar disorder, as well as a regulator for NF-κB
cells found in inflammatory pathways of the GI tract. Research
may have shown promising effects of lithium treatment for
both bipolar disorder and IBD, but future studies should be
conducted in order to investigate lithium effectiveness for
both disorders.

Future Research

Further research should be conducted to fully understand
the capabilities of lithium treatment for both bipolar disorder
and IBD, using other modifications to drug therapy that would
allow for the use of stem cells such as the use of induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPCS). This is considered a phenomenal
tool for regenerative medicine and for this reason adult stem
cells have the capability to become pluripotent stem cells.
This can be done by somatic nuclear cell transfer (SNCT) [49],
which involves removal of an adult stem cell nucleus and
placement into an enucleated cell [50,51]. Also this can be
employed by performing in vitro testing in order to understand
IBD and bipolar disorder pathology with lithium carbonate
treatment. Another method that can be used to evaluate
lithium effectiveness is flow cytometry. Flow cytometry
employs a device that is engineered to sample cells containing
fluorescent dye [52]. This dye can then be used to find desired
differentiation expression markers. Thus, in screening with
flow cytometry, differences in GSK3β activity and lithium
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levels may serve as a useful tool in understanding disease
pathology. With respect to potential lithium toxicity, such
concerns are less warranted now with the availability of the
new microdosing formulation of lithium [53]. This novel
formulation, NP03 now allows microdosing of lithium to be
administered directly to the brain in minute micromolar
concentrations is a novel microdose lithium formulation,
wherein lithium is encapsulated in reverse water-in-oil
microemulsions composed of self-assembled specific polar
lipids, surfactant and co-surfactants (lecithin and ethanol),
allowing enhanced central nervous system (CNS) uptake.
Utility of this formulation should enhance clinical effectiveness
for future use in these patients.
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